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Abstract

In 2009, Chang and Cheng proposed an efficient proxy raffle protocol. In their scheme, the raffle
tickets are known by participants as well as raffle organizers. Hence, unless we implicitly add the
unrealistic assumption that the organizer is trustworthy, this may cause problems and threaten the
security of the e-raffle from the viewpoint of participants. In this paper, we use the concept of proxy
signatures and symmetric cryptography to propose an efficient proxy raffle scheme which overcomes
this weakness. We show that the proposed scheme achieves all other security requirements mentioned
in the literature. The proposed scheme is shown to outperform the scheme of Chang and Cheng in
terms of communication load and computational complexity.
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1 Introduction

One of the most popular low-cost marketing strategies is offering a raffle draw upon purchase. Merchants
usually propose attractive raffles especially at their annual celebrations. Depending on the amount of their
purchase, customers will be entitled to obtain raffle tickets. In order to encourage consumers, the prizes
must naturally be valuable and of interest to consumers. This can therefore be an extremely powerful
method to promote the sale. On the other hand, with the advancement of network technologies, more
and more commercial transactions are done over the Internet (e-commerce) and this makes the design
of secure and fair electronic raffle schemes a challenging task. It should also be noted that e-raffles are
fairly a new research area and there is yet no standard for such protocols. The essential requirements of
an e-raffle scheme reported so far are as follows [1, 2].

Anonymity: Participants should remain anonymous in the overall raffle protocol to ensure privacy
and security. Participants can not link a raffle ticket to the one who casts it (except their own) and the
true identity of the winner remains a secret.

Accuracy: It should be impossible to modify or remove raffle tickets.
Verifiability: All valid raffle tickets must be publicly verifiable. No valid raffle ticket can be mis-

counted or removed.
Fairness: Each participant has an equal chance of winning the prize. No one can predict or intervene

in the outcome.
Security: No one can masquerade as a qualified consumer in order to request a raffle ticket. The

prize shall be rewarded only to the real raffle winner.
In 2005, Chen et al. proposed the first raffle scheme for the Internet [1]. This scheme is based on

blind signatures, hashing chain [3] and the Secure Socket Layer (SSL) protocol [4, 5]. The scheme
satisfies accuracy, verifiability, and fairness. In [2], it was shown that Chen et al.’s scheme doesn’t pre-
serve anonymity of winner and is vulnerable to impersonation, denial of service and man-in-the-middle
attacks. In 2009, Chang and Cheng [2] used the concepts of symmetric and asymmetric cryptography
to propose a more efficient raffle scheme which also overcomes previous weaknesses. However, in the
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e-raffle protocol proposed by Chang and Cheng, the raffle organizer knows the content of tickets issued
to participants. Therefore in case of malicious behavior, it is possible that several valid participants claim
the prize while the scheme is unable to detect who is guilty. For example, consider the situation where
a malicious raffle organizer reveals the winner’s ticket to another participant (E). Now, it is possible for
the raffle organizer to grant (E) the prize unjustly and without being detected. The same problem oc-
curs if the true winner reveals his/her ticket information to another participant. In other words, the fact
that two different entities have access to raffle tickets, makes it impossible to determine the source of
malicious behavior. Note that this does not happen in traditional paper-based raffle games where there
exists a single hard copy of each raffle coupon and the raffle organizers are with no doubt found guilty
in case of multiple copies. It is therefore important to define a new security requirement which puts the
responsibility on a certain entity in case of dispute in e-raffle schemes. The goal of the present paper is
to propose a new efficient proxy raffle scheme which achieves all the above-mentioned requirements as
well as a new one which we define as the following:

participant-only ticket accessibility (POTA): The only entity who has access to a ticket is its owner.
No raffle authority knows the contents of tickets.

In this paper, we propose a new simple raffle scheme based on proxy signatures and symmetric
cryptography [6, 7, 8, 9]. We also show that the proposed scheme satisfies all security requirements
including the one defined here. The proposed scheme is shown to be more efficient than previous schemes
in both communication load and computation complexity.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review proxy signatures. Our moti-
vation for the proposed proxy raffle scheme and its details are presented in Section 3. We analyze the
security of the proposed scheme and also a comparison with the previous schemes provided in Section
4. Finally, conclusions of the paper are presented in Section 5.

2 Proxy signature

The concept of proxy signature was introduced by Mambo et al. in [10]. Proxy signatures can be used
in cases where due to some reasons (such as absence, workload,etc), an original signer wants to delegate
his/her signing rights to other users, called proxy signers who can sign on the behalf of the original
signer. The requirement of proxy signer’s privacy protection is needed in some practical applications.
The security requirements for an anonymous proxy signature are formalized as follows [11]:

• Distinguishability Proxy signatures are distinguishable from normal signatures by everyone.

• Verifiability From the proxy signature, a verifier can be convinced of the original signer’s agree-
ment on the signed message.

• Strong unforgeability A proxy signer can create a valid proxy signature for the original signer.
But the original signer and any third party cannot create a valid proxy signature on behalf of the
proxy signer.

• Anonymity Only the original signer can determine the identity of the corresponding proxy signer
from the proxy signature.

• Non-deniability Once a proxy signer creates a valid proxy signature on behalf of an original
signer, he/she cannot repudiate the signature creation.

In order to prevent misuse, there exist different types of delegation in the literature. The one we consider
in this paper is delegation by warrant. A warrant is a certificate signed by the original signer indicating
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the validity period of delegation, the public key of the proxy signer, and the type of messages authorized
to be signed. Note that to achieve the anonymity requirement, the warrant should not contain the identity
of the proxy signer. To ensure strong unforgeability, a proxy signing key is produced from the delegation
key issued by the original signer and the private key of the proxy signer. An anonymous proxy signature
scheme consists of the following algorithms.

Key generation This is a probabilistic polynomial-time (PPT) algorithm. Given a security parameter
k, output a personal public-private key pair (pk, sk).

Delegation signing On input a warrant Wrnt, proxy signer’s public key pkP and the original signer’s
private key skO, output a signature σ (a delegation key dKeyO→P) on Wrnt.

Delegation verification On input the original signer’s public key pkO and his/her signature σ on
Wrnt (the delegation key dKeyO→P), output ”accept” if the signature is valid, and ”reject” otherwise.

Proxy key generation On input the proxy signer’s private key skP and the delegation key dKeyO→P,
output a proxy signing key psKeyO→P.

Proxy signing On input a message m, the public key of the original signer and the proxy signer,
the warrant Wrnt and the proxy signing key psKeyO→P, output an anonymous proxy signature σ for the
message m.

Proxy signature verification On input a message m, an anonymous proxy signature σ , the public
key of the original signer and the proxy signer, the warrant Wrnt, output ”accept” if the signature is valid,
and ”reject” otherwise.

Examples of anonymous proxy signatures can be found in [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16].

3 The proposed scheme

In a raffle scheme there are three participants, 1) a raffle originator (RO), 2) the raffle participants (Pi,1≤
i≤ n) and 3) a raffle proxy center (RPC). The raffle originator is responsible for issuing the raffle tickets
for qualified participants who later cast their tickets to (RPC). (RPC) is the entity who performs the
final drawing phase of the raffle and simulates the witness or lawyer in traditional raffles. Each valid
participant P can apply for one or more raffle tickets from the raffle originator (RO).

Our scheme consists of four phases: the initial phase, the raffle ticket issuing phase, the raffle ticket
casting and drawing phase, and the raffle prize claiming phase. The diagram of different phases of the
proposed scheme are depicted in Figure 1.

In this section, we first provide the notations used throughout the paper in Table 1, then present our
motivation to use proxy signatures in designing the proposed proxy raffle scheme and finally provide the
details of the protocol.

3.1 Our motivation to use proxy signatures

Consider an anonymous proxy signature scheme with (RO) as the original signer and the participants as
proxy signers. Let the raffle tickets be the proxy signing key of participants. Therefore, by the properties
of such signatures, only participants have access to the tickets and this seems to be a good mechanism
to achieve participant-only-ticket-accessibility property. We now show how to adopt this idea to propose
an e-raffle which satisfies other security requirements as well.

3.2 The scheme

The details of different phases of the scheme are as follows.
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Figure 1: The diagram of our proposed scheme.

Table 1: Notations
RO the raffle originator,
RPC the trusted raffle proxy center,
Pi a participant,
SNi the serial number of Pi’s shopping list,
KX↔Y the common session key between X and Y ,
ski/pki the secret/public key of Pi,
EncK()/DecK() the symmetric encryption/decryption functions with common key K,
WrntO→P the warrant given by O to P,
dKeyO→P the delegation key that O assigns to the proxy signer P,
psKeyO→P the proxy signing key which the proxy signer P computes from the del-

egation key of O assigned to him and his/her own private key.
psign(psKeyO→P,m) the (proxy) signature of P on behalf of O on the message m, where

psKeyO→P denotes the proxy signing key.
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3.2.1 The initial phase

In this phase (RO) performs the following steps:

1. Chooses a large prime number p and selects a primitive element g from the Galais field with p
elements, i.e. GF(p).

2. Chooses a random number x ∈ z∗p.

3. Computes g0 = gx (mod p).

4. Publishes p, g, g0.

5. Chooses a secure symmetric encryption/decryption algorithm (such as PKCS11 [6], PKCS12 [7],
PKCS15 [8], and AES [9]).

6. Chooses a provably secure anonymous proxy signature scheme (such as schemes proposed in
[11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16]).

3.2.2 The raffle ticket issuing phase

We assume that each qualified participant Pi (who has ordered certain amount of online purchase) gets
SNi as the receipt of his/her shopping. Then he/she can ask for a raffle ticket from (RO) through the
following procedure.

1. Pi:

(a) Selects a random number xi ∈ z∗p.

(b) Runs the key generation algorithm of anonymous proxy signature scheme to obtain (ski.pki)
as his (private,public) key.

(c) Computes gi = gxi (mod p).

(d) Computes KPi↔RO = gxi
0 (mod p) as the current common session key.

(e) Computes ci = EncKPi↔RO (SNi, pki).

(f) Sends ci, gi to (RO).

2. (RO) after receiving (ci, gi, pki):

(a) Computes KPi↔RO = gx
i = (gxi)x = gxi

0 (mod p) as the current common session key.

(b) Computes SNi, pki = DecKPi↔RO(ci).

(c) Checks the validation of SNi, If valid, then marks SNi as an exchanged one; otherwise, the
request is rejected.

(d) Computes the warrant (WrntPi). The warrant contains information such as pki. The warrant
should not contain any information about participant’s identity.

(e) Computes delegation key dKeyRO→Pi from (skRO and WrntPi).

(f) Computes
c′i = EncKPi↔RO (dKeyRO→Pi)

.

(g) Sends c′i, WrntPi to Pi.
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3. Pi after receiving c′i, WrntPi :

(a) Computes
dKeyRO→Pi = DecKPi↔RO (c′i)

.

(b) Verifies the validity of proxy key dKeyRO→Pi , if o.k., computes his/her proxy signing key,
dRO→Pi from dKeyRO→Pi , WrntPi and his/her secret value (ski).

(c) Stores the proxy signing key as his/her ticket for the raffle.

3.2.3 The raffle ticket casting and drawing phase

When Pi receives a raffle ticket, he/she can join the drawing through the following steps.

1. Pi:

(a) Chooses a random ri as a seed.

(b) Computes the proxy signature σi = psigndRO→Pi
(ri).

(c) Sends (ri, σi, WrntPi) to (RPC).

2. (RPC) after receiving (ri, σi, WrntPi):

(a) Checks the validity of WrntPi .

(b) Checks the validity of the signature (σi) on ri with warrant WrntPi .

(c) If the above conditions satisfied, publishes ri, WrntPi in a public list. So the participant will
be sure that he/she is in the raffle.

3. When reaching the drawing deadline, (RPC) computes w = R (r1, r2, ..., rn), where n is the
number of all raffle tickets, and R () is a function which returns one of its inputs at random. Then
(RPC) publishes Wrntwinner as the winner ticket.

3.2.4 The raffle prize claiming phase

After the winning ticket is announced, the winner can claim his/her prize from (RO) before the deadline
as follows.

1. The winner:

(a) Chooses a random number x∗ ∈ z∗p.

(b) Computes g∗ = gx∗ (mod p),

Kwinner↔RO = gx∗
0 (mod p)

.

(c) Computes the proxy signature σ∗ = psigndRO→winner(AIwinner), where AIwinner is the account
information of the winner.

(d) Computes
c∗ = EncKwinner↔RO (σ∗, AIwinner)

.
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(e) Sends (r∗, c∗, Wrntwinner, g∗) to (RPC).

2. (Ro) after receiving (r∗, c∗, Wrntwinner, g∗):

(a) Computes KRO↔winner = g∗
x
(mod p).

(b) Computes σ∗,
AIwinner = DecKRO↔winner (c

∗)

.

(c) Checks the validity of σ∗ with warrant Wrntwinner on the message AIwinner. If it is true, so
he’s winner.

4 Analysis of the proposed scheme

In this section, we first consider the performance of the scheme against malicious behavior such as replay,
impersonation and denial of service attacks. We then analyze the security of our proposed electronic
raffle system and show that our scheme can achieve the essentials mentioned in Section 1. Furthermore,
we compare the functionality and performance of our proposal with previous schemes.

4.1 Attacks

Assume that there exists a malicious attacker Eve in the communication models who can intercept and
observe any publicly exchanged information between two entities. In this section, we show that our
scheme is secure against the replay attack, impersonation, and denial of service attacks.

4.1.1 Replay attacks:

Since all messages are encrypted with a common session key between Pi and (RO), so Eve is unable
to obtain any information about SNis and dKeyRO→Pi from gx, gxi , ci and c′i and is therefore unable to
perform replay attacks.

4.1.2 Impersonation attacks:

Assume that Eve intercepts the message ci in Step 1f of the Raffle ticket issuing phase and intends to im-
personate a legal user in order to apply for a ticket from (RO). To do so, she must randomly select x∗i , then
forge and send a request message c∗i = EncK∗Pi↔RO

(SNi,), g∗i to (RO), where g∗i = gx∗i (mod p).However, ,
since the original ci is encrypted with a common session key between Pi and (RO), the fake message will
not pass the check in Step 2c of this phase. This means that Eve is unable to obtain the qualified SNi and
consequently cannot generate a valid c∗i .

In the raffle prize claiming phase, the winner signs his/her account information (with his/her private
proxy signing key) and then encrypts both these information and the signature with a common session
key between himself/herself and (RO). Therefore, in order for Eve, to impersonate the winner, she must
first decrypt the ciphertext and then forge the winner’s signature on another message. This is impossible
by the property of symmetric cryptography and proxy signatures.

4.1.3 Denial of service (DoS) attacks:

This is simply impossible since the winner’s warrant is published by (RPC).
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Table 2: Functionality comparison between our schemes and previous works
Our scheme Chang and Cheng scheme Chen et al. scheme

Anonymity Yes Yes No
Accuracy Yes Yes Yes
Verifiability Yes Yes Yes
Fairness Yes Yes Yes
Security Yes Yes No
(POTA) Yes No No

Table 3: Resistance against various attacks
attack Our scheme Chang and Cheng scheme Chen et al. scheme
False claim of raffle ticket Yes Yes No
False claim of raffle prize Yes No No
Denial of service attack Yes Yes No
Malicious (RO) Yes No No

4.2 Requirements analysis

In this section, we show that our scheme can achieve the essentials of a general electronic raffle scheme
as mentioned in Section 1. Throughout this section, we assume that the underlying anonymous proxy
signature has provable security (such as [11]). We also assume (as in other existing e-raffle protocols
[1, 2]) that (RPC) is honest. The results are summarized in Table 2 and Table 3.

4.2.1 Anonymity

There is no polynomially bounded adversary A who is able to link a transmitted message to a valid
participant.

Proof In raffle ticket issuing phase, by using a pure serial number SNi from Pi’s shopping list, Pi’s
identity is not transmitted publicly. This information is not embedded in the transmitted messages ei-
ther. Moreover, the transmitted messages are encrypted with a symmetric key. Hence, A isn’t able to
determine the identity of ticket’s owner from a ticket. In the raffle ticket casting and drawing phase, the
transmitted messages consist entirely of some random values plus anonymous proxy signatures on them.
Therefore, if A could determine the identity of senders from transmitted messages, then she could link
these signatures to actual signers. By the properties of strongly unforgeable anonymous proxy signa-
tures, this is impossible. The messages transmitted during the prize claiming phase are also encrypted
and do not reveal any identity information.

4.2.2 Accuracy

(RPC) publishes the warrants of all participants who have cast their tickets in a public list. If we assume
the trustworthiness of the (RPC), it is possible for participants to ensure they are included in the raffle.

4.2.3 Verifiability

The tickets generated by our scheme are nothing but proxy signing keys computed from participants
secret key plus the delegation key issued by (RO). Therefore, to verify valid tickets, it is enough to sign
an arbitrary message (with ticket as the key) and see if the signature is verified successfully. This means
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that verifiability can be achieved from the security of the underlying proxy signature. Note that by the
properties of proxy signature, no one except (RO) can generate delegation keys.

4.2.4 Fairness

The entity (RPC) is applied to the new scheme to coordinate the raffle. The reliability of (RPC) is based
on the publicly verifiable raffle drawing procedure. We showed that participant’s raffle tickets cannot be
miscounted or removed. Furthermore, the raffle casting and drawing processes are publicly verifiable.
Hence, no one can predict or intervene the outcome and each participant has an equal chance of winning
the prize.

4.2.5 Security

In order for a raffle participant to request a ticket, she/he must present a valid SNi which is issued by (RO).
The encryption of all transmitted messages in ticket issuing phase makes it impossible for attackers to
obtain a valid SNi and masquerade as a qualified consumer. On the other hand, the warrant of the winner
is published so that only the owner of the corresponding proxy signing key (the true winner) can claim
the prize.

4.2.6 participant-only ticket accessibility

We used a proxy signing key generated by a strong unforgeable proxy signature scheme as raffle tickets.
The signing key of a participant is computed from participant’s secret key plus the delegation key issued
by (RO). Therefore, no one except the participant has access to the ticket.

4.3 Performance analysis

In this section, we compare the proposed scheme with previous schemes in terms of computation com-
plexity and communication load. The results show that the proposed scheme outperforms existing ap-
proaches in both aspects.

We conduct a comparison among our scheme, the method of [1] and [2]. The properties we consider
are computation load for each raffle participant C1, computation cost of (RO) denoted by C2, the compu-
tation cost of (RPC) (C3), and (C4) the communication load of the raffle ticket casting and drawing phase
for (RPC). We summarize the results in Table 4 where the following notations are used: Tasym denotes
the computation time for an asymmetric encryption, decryption, signing or verification, Tsym stands for
computation time of a symmetric encryption or decryption, Te represents the computation time of one
modular exponentiation and Th is the computation time for a one-way hash function. Following [17, 18],
we assume that

1 Tasym = 100 Tsym, 1 Tsym = 5
3 Te and 1 Te = 600 Th

for software consideration and
1 Tasym = 1000 Tsym, 1 Tsym = 5

3 Te and 1 Te = 6000 Th
for hardware consideration. As indicated by Table 4, the proposed scheme is superior to both other

methods. Note that since in our scheme warrants are published by (RPC), the participants do not need to
obtain a receipt and hence the results about (C4) are obtained.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose an efficient proxy raffle protocol based on the concept of proxy signatures.
The scheme achieves participant-only ticket accessibility property which prevents malicious behavior of
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Table 4: Performance comparison
Chenetal ChangandCheng Our Scheme

C1 2 Tasym +2 TH +2 Te 3 Tasym +2 Tsym +4 Te 2 Tasym +3 Tsym +4 Te

C2 6 Tasym 2 Tasym +3 Tsym +2 Te 2 Tasym +3 Tsym +2 Te

C3 4 Tasym +2 TH 1 Tasym +3 Tsym +2 Te 1 Tasym

C4 1 1 0
C1 : computation cost for each raffle participant
C2 : computation cost of (RO)
C3 : computation cost of (RPC)
C4 : communication cost of (RPC) in ticket casting and drawing phase

raffle entities. Our proposed scheme satisfies all other security requirements mentioned in the literature.
In terms of computational complexity and communication load, the scheme is shown to outperform
existing approaches.
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